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"Wrecking Ground for Innovation" 

Dr., Blair Little,  Associate Professor, School of, 

Business Administration, Universityof Western Ontario 
•February 15: 1973 

Executive Summary 

Some Cases - of Canadian . eXperience involving the 

Successful.devèlopment of technology, in,which there was ' 

no subsequent.commercialization duéto a failure in market 

analysis, are presented. 

It was found that in many technically oriented 

Canadian firms the weakest link in the innovation process 

is that of marketing. It is suggèsted in thé paper that 
. market résearch studies should be .an early step - if not 

the first one - in the innovation process.. 

Firms which do little new product marketing tend 

to rely. on published statistical data, when undertaking 
'market research. In contrast; firms whith do a lot of 
new product marketing tend to obtain first-hand information 

from potential custoMers. When a company states that 
marketing research isn't necesSary because the market is 

•fully understood ;  this is a sure sign that the company 
• does not understand the market! 

Some methôda•are suggested by -which a company,. 

which has not previously undertaken market research, 

cari  find out how to do so. 

A. Vanterpool 
Office of.Sciénce and Technology 
March 20, 1973 	• 



• WRECKING  ;ROUND  FOR INNOVATION- 

Blair Little 

SchŒol of Business Administration, - .University of Western Ontario. 

Weak marketing is the wrecking ground of countless promising 

Ca:‘adian technological innovations. That is the conclusion I've 

reached after a one and a half year study of ne  w product develop-

ment by industrial goods firms in Canada.• 

The study turned up a bushel of new product "horror stories ." 

which revolve around some important oversight in assessing the 

market. Newspapers and magazines document similar stories every 

week and most managers have their own repertoire of case histories 

on marketing failures. Time and again, the failures are naked 

to the problem of assessing the market for new products. 

' « 	Corisider the situation of a-Canadian  manufacturer of 	. . 

electronic proceSs control equipment (whi. ch  I will .cal].  Ripley .  

Electro-nics Company Limited -1 - a fictitious name). Just a few 

. 	years ago, Ripley gained access to a significant technological 

breakthrough for a very low  RD  investment. The firm's good 

fortune was enhanced by the acquisition of a brilliant applica-

tions engineer who could translate the new technology into 

. effective operating hardware. Ripley's management was truly 

excited by the prospects for the new technology. The expectation 

was that a whole new product  lino  would be developed which would, 

within a few years, be the company's major business basc. What•

happened within a few years, however, was that expectations were 

dashed on the reality of the market  • place and Ripley Electronics 

Company Limited was unloaded to a U.S. buyer at a distress price. 

The tragedy of this case lies not just in the broken dreams 

and pocket books of the company owners and managers, and not 

just in another loss of Canadian ownership to a foreign based 

pa'rent, and not just in the transfer of control of developed-in- 



Canada technology to foreign territory. The real tragedy lies 

in the fact that the company needn't have failed; the new tech-

nology needn't have foundered. Ripley Electronics might today 

have been a profitable, growing, Canadian-owned, technologically 

sophis-ticated, export oriented, labour intensive manufacturer 

of process control equipment. What shareholder, manager, worker, 

or politician would not call such a failure tragic? 

What happened was that Ripley's promising and innovative 

technology lost its life on the wrecking ground of weak marketing. 

The same end has come to the technological innovations of too 

many Canadian firms, and it is only small consolation to know  • 

that the skime problems have struck many firms in other countries. 

What happened to Ripley Electronics provides support to the 

proposition that the stronger the technical orientation in a 

firm, the weaker its marketing orientation. This proposition 

- sometimes takes the form of, "The more engineer's in a firm, ihe 

fewer marketers in the firm", or "The more we are enraptured by 

our product's technology, the less  • we understand our customer's 

problems". The proposition holds because it's hard for parents to 

ask for, let alone hear any criticism of the new product baby. 

• The facts of the Ripley Electronics situation illustrate 

the effects of the strong technology, weak marketing syndrome. 

When the company initially sought outside funding to exploit the 

new technology and expand operations, it included no estimate of 

sales revcnue in its funds request. • When questioned on this 

point, Ripley's management could give no answer other than that, 

"The market potential is fantastic; in North America there are 

literally hundreds of customers." This exchange led to the hiring 

of a consultant to prepare an estimate of the sales potential 

for the new product line. 	Ripley's managers and engineers listed 

forty different industries which they felt had production process-

es that could utilize their proposed new product line. Through 

visits to companies in all of thése industries, the consultant 
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yory quickly found that the new . product line lad a chance of . 

being used in only ten processes', and furthermore,.that only 

half of these wero reàlly promiSing., at least in the *short rùn. 

Optimism still prevailed within Ripley's management ranks 

but the sales potential was toned down from "fantastic" to 	•  

" excellent". The outside funds were obtained and development 

work began. Prototype units for two of the most promising 

industries were developed and built with the expectation that 

potential customers could be found who would participate on a 

shared cost basis in testing the units under operational condi-

tions. Unfortunately, market data once again was overlooked. 

Development engineers did not determine the real operating needs 

of the potential customer's process engirfeers and wound up with 

prototypes that customers found unacceptable. After design mod-

ification, two customers accepted the prototypes for trial but 

not until Ripley agreed to shoulder the full costs of the test. 

In test, the prototypes worked as the . developers originally 

intended, but sales of the test units didn't materialize. The 

companies doing the testing had other cap-ital, equipment plans 

well established and the benefits of the equipment being tested 

were not dramatic enough to upset those plans. 

Faith in the new technology sustained the project through 

further requests for funds and further development efforts. 

Ripley managers began to realize during the prototype testing 

stage that they would have to develop different versier. of their 

product units for virtually every customer, not just for every • 

industry. They began to undertake the development of the several 

different versions, in each case in consultation with process 

engineers. Sales continued to elude them, however, because they 

continued to ignore the problem of understanding the customer 

buying processes with which they had to deal. It seemed to 

escape Ripley managers that their customers had to justify the 

purchase of new equipment on an economic basis, that purchases 



were subject to complex group decision processes, that customers 

had strong ties with existing suppliers; and that customers 

had requirements of their suppliers such as delivery, servicing, 

and so on, in addition to technological performance specifications. 

Ripley . .Electronics missecrthe mark-  completely  on  three 

aspects'ofnew product marketing information: 

' 1) the siie of the market, i.n terms that would be useful 

for thé new product investment decision; 

2) the nature of product performance . requirements, in terms 

that would be useful for developing the product; 

3) the 'nature of customer'bUying processes, in terms that 

wonld be useful fer sales and.prometion planning. . 

Although Ripley Electronics did not survive long •enough 

to enter markets in Europe and Japan, it seems likely if it 

had that the company would have missed still another• type of 

market information, namely, 

4) the nature of'fOreign market'Systems, in terms relevant' 

for establishing foreign distribution,. licensing .agree-

ments,. and so On. 

A great many of the new product failures in Canada arc not 

the result of bad market assessment but are rather the result 

of management simply not thinking it was necessary to assess the 

market explicitly. 'Consider the following examples: 

• Company A 	Millions of dollar were spent to build . a plant 

to produce a • raw material that it was thought would be 

substituted for an existing material in a very large manufact-

uring industry. It turned out the material was useful in only 



,81 minuté Segment of that industry and the plant . had to be 

totallY converted to . another 

.Company B.  Design engineers came - up - With a new produ,ct that 

eXceeded the.specifications of a .  coMpetitor''s ptoduct whièh 

A0S°t -customers were then - using. They disCovered only .when' 

they tried to Sell the new product that customers had no 

. partiCular desire 'Lxthe "better" performance. 

Company C Substantial.RU dollars tesulted in a.product 

which customers acknowledged had a number of.-advantages. Only 

 when .sales  were atteMpted were the product .',s several dis-. - 

.advantages discovered. 

Company  D The company entered a market it hadn't worked in 

before with a product it felt would be at least equal to the 

competition. 	After two years of concentrated selling effort, 

the company mithdrew because it could not break the strong 

loyalty developed by existing suppliers. Customers had no 

good reason to switch to an unknown supplier. 

.çany E-  When'thè cempahy énteted a>new fotéigh Market with 

. an old Product, ft failed totally to tinderStand the:amount . 

of time . and:engineering assistance that . the new'segmept of 

customers-would requite to switéh to the mew . product- The 

sales  force  that the company had Iuilt was totally inade- ' 

quaté. 

In  all of these ekamples, theCompany . deVeloping  the new 

 product missed on at'least one of tI-.e four' basic.eleMents Of 

marketing-information neceSsary fornew ptoduct development and 

new Market deVelopment: The reasOn for failure was, notitc,'' 

.hot bad matket>assessment but rathor no market assessment. 

Millions- are spent:by cOrporations ;  research institutions' 



and governments to generate new technology with the expectation, 

apparently, that valuable new products will somehow emerge at the 

end of the R&D pipeline. But little is spent determining how the 

market might value the new products. For example, in one firm 

examined in my research, the manager saw no incongruity in having 

bulgeted $2,000 for Marketing Research for a project calling 

foi an investment of $20 Million for RD, plant and equipment. 

On another level, there is no National Marketing Research Council 

to parallel the National Research Council. 

My research shows that, more often than not, the role of 

marketing in technically oriented companies is a minor one. In 

fact, it is probably the weakest link in the new product process 

•of such companies. What stands out is that the market assessment 

task is the particular area • of markeling that fails to receive a 

fair share of the company resources. A fairly common sentiment 

among smaller companies was that, "Big companies can afford 

computers and marketing research; we are only small and can 

afford neither." But large companies often showed a similar 

reluctance to engage in marketing research activities. When com- 

panies did report doing market research studies, it usually turned 

out that  •  the studies  • were an analysis of secondary data--statistics 

from governments, trade associations and so on. This was  truc  

even though the research study's definition of market assessment 

included such common information iathering activities as reports 

by salesmen, informal customer surveys, and meetings with cust-

omer managers. 

The research showed that companies that were mo.re active in 

new product development and had developed more new products in 

recent years were more likely to use primary  data sources--that 

is, first hand information from customers or potential customers. 

The same w as  true of companies with a high proportion of their 

sales generated by new • products. Some firms have somehow developed 

a habit of engaging in marketing research whcn faced with new . 	' 



product decisions; others have never acquired the habit. At the 

same time, the more technically oriented the personnel of the 

firm, the more likely any marketing research that was conducted 

would be involved with secondary rather than primary sourrAe 

of information. Thus, there seems to be a bias toward inward 

looking marketing analysis in a firm dominated by technical 

people. 

. The reasons-offered fer the lack of market assessment 

•ctivities were many and varied, bilt all were essentially some 

variation of the following:- . 

Cost of marke.t studies was thought to be high (although 

almo.•t none of those interV. iewed could suggest what cost .  

mi'ght bé). 

2. There was fear of exposure of upcoming,new products to com-. 

petitors,•customers and salesmen. 	. 

Market studies were thought to be difficult to do sincb' 

lndustrial'goods - .buyers• are not So eaSiiy'assessed. 

A. Few Companies had .people with Market research experience 

and few managers knew of otitside  research services  that 

Might be Purchased. — 

S. The.market value  of techniCally advanced products was 

. felt to be so great that analysing the market wouldn't 

be-uSeful. 

-e. There was:s-oind tendency to  "go  ahead anyway", regardless 

of the market,positien poSsibilities, becauSe so much had 

:already been spent on 114» costs. 	• 

The décisions that-led te little' or no  new preduct ma:1-k« 



assessment in the firms studied seldom stood up to thorough 

examination. Much of the concern for technology security was 

obviously well founded, but even in these situations, there was 

usually an opportunity for acquiring better market information 

without undue risk. Moreover, better market information often 

permits earlier market introduction, and market lead time is 

frequently the strongest security for new technology. 

Fears of research costs, ideas about research difficulties 

and ignorance of research services were products of marketing 

research inexperience. Where a firm had, even once or twice, 

utilized a well-formulated study of buyers in a new product 

project, the question for all'new projects was no longer whether  

to do research but, rather, what research to do. Unfortunately,

•  •'n many other firms, no one even asked the question of whether,  

and technical development proceeded on blissful assumptions 

about the ne  w product's market acceptance. As one executive 

suggested, "Many people involved in new product development 

don't know what they  dont know." 

To discover  •what you don't know about new product develop-

ment usually requires a departure from existing procedures and 

habits. It probably means a deliberate plan to make contact 

with new people, new ideas, new techniques. It means checking 

and challenging your most comfortable assumptions about the 

major components of the new product development process. New 

departures involve a cost in time and psychic energy: belny 

dngineers have said they find it tiresome to seek out new and 

different personal contacts; most managers claim they are too 

busy to become sidetracked from immediate operational concerns. 

The question is whether seeking new departure efforts arc 

worthwhile. For many Canadian firms, the answer from my research 

is a resounding "yes!" 

There are seVeral, ways to• find eut abeut Marketing research 



for new product development. For example: . 

1 0  Ask managers who have•uSed speCial market. assessment 

studies. They aie excellent information sources bUt 

•are a rather rare species. 	• 

2. Talk to professional marketing research agencies. Marketing 

research in Canada is essentially a consumer goods activity 

•but you can find industrial goods agencies if you look 

carefully. Management consultants often include special 

market studies among their lines of service. 

4. Keep a look-out  fer coUrseS, seminars.,  articles,  books, 

speeches, meetings, etc. If you_are unable to•att -md 

a ceursé ) at least'centact the organizer's, seminar leaders,' 

participantà,'and  look for ideaà. • • . 

•4 0 .  Try it.. Try to formulate•and Carry out a small but formal 

Stlidy  on  some aspect of a new preduct prOject. Experience 

is not nessarily:the best teacher  but  it  sharpens the 

. understanding Of what  one  neeàs to be taught.: 	. 

• A  judgement that .marketing research isn't necessary because 

the market is fully understood is alMost a sure sign that'it is 

necessary. Surely every manager concerned with new product 

develepment can automatically, on every project, ask for a formal, 

unbiased  assessment of the market for the proposed product, 

including a systematic examination, using primary  data, of the 

potential buyers' product needs and buying processes. Such an 

analysis ought to be an integral part of every internal budget 

request and every external financing proposal. 

It is time for everyone conCerned with new product develop-

ment-engineers, venture capitalists, presidents„administrators 
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of government incentive programs, marketing researchers--to 

start thinking of marketing resèarch studies as an early step, 

even the beginning.step, in the innovation process, not as the 

post-mortem examination. Perhaps, while we wait for and ,-, ^nder 

our national industrial strategies and our national science 

policies, we can put to work some tools that are already at 

hand. Tested marketing techniques are available. What is still 

required for successful innovation in Canada is a total commitment  

by management to develop stronger marketing in the firm. 
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